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NOTE FROM OUR OPERATIONS STAFF….. 
 LEO RAINWATER, WATER SYSTEM MANAGER 
 

As I am sure you are all aware, it has been a smoky 
couple of months for Grizzly Flats with the “Rim Fire” 
and other Northern California fires sending smoke into 
our community. With that smoke came several 
problems for people; including coughing, sneezing, 
irritated eyes and lungs.   
 

For the Water Operators at Grizzly Flats CSD, the ash 
presented other problems.  As the smoke blew through 
our community, it left behind a coating of fine ash 
throughout the area and created some challenging 
water treatment issues. 
 

Our raw water reservoir has a large surface area, which 
was quickly inundated with ash. In addition, ash was 
falling in and around our water’s source streams.  Not 
only did the ash increase the water’s pH and lower its 
alkalinity, but it also affected the color and clarity of the 
water. The District’s Water Treatment Operators had to 
adjust the treatment processes to compensate for the 
ash.  The most notable effect for the District was a 
serious reduction in treatment chemical and chlorine 
efficiency, which required increased chemical doses. 
 

The treatment plants began to show the influence of 
ash after only three smoky days.  At first there were 
only minor changes; the raw and treated water turbidity 
increased and the water began to look a bit murky.  As 
the days of smoke and ash dragged on, the problem just 
got worse.  Over the next two weeks, it took many 
hours of testing and treatment simulations to keep 
ahead of the rapidly changing water quality.   
 

We would like to thank GFCSD Water Treatment Plant 
Operators for their hard work in maintaining our water 
quality during those smoky days.  We send our best 
thoughts to those who have been affected by the 
devastating fires this year and the firefighters who fight 
these fires and protect our communities! 

DIY GRAYWATER WORKSHOP? 
The California Association of Resource Conservation 
Districts has offered to hold a workshop on Do-it-
Yourself graywater systems for our District.  Graywater 
systems can be set up to recycle water from your 
showers, bathtubs, and washing machines to irrigate 
lawns, bushes, ornamental plants and fruit trees. We 
are looking to see if there is any interest in this type of 
workshop. If this is something you may want to attend 
please let us know!   
 

WATER SUPPLY UPDATE 
In past years, September and October have proven to 
be our most challenging months for water supply.  This 
year, we are cautiously optimistic. We have been 
thrilled by the results we have seen from the 
installation of the liner in our raw water reservoir. We 
are keeping up with water demands and haven’t had to 
institute any conservation measures this summer.  Our 
reservoir is still full and spilling.  This time of year 
usually sees the inflow valve open full (10 notches).  
Last week we bumped up the inflow valve to 2 notches, 
but that was in hopes of increasing the water flow to 
help with the issues we were experiencing with the ash.   
 

Remember, water conservation and reducing water 
waste is always important no matter what time of year 
we are in. What is a common way to waste water in 
the winter?  People think leaving a faucet dripping in 
your home will prevent pipes from freezing.  While this 
may be ok overnight or other short period, it is not the 
best way to winterize your home if you will be gone 
for more than a day or two. Please see the other side of 
this sheet for tips on winterizing your homes. 
  

WATER EMERGENCY?     
Keep this number on your fridge or somewhere easily 
accessible in the event of a water emergency. 
ON-CALL EMERGENCY PAGER NUMBER 
 (530) 890-0102 



 

 
  WINTERIZE A VACANT HOME 
Before vacating your home for the winter, be sure to 
shut off water to your home. Most homes in Grizzly 
Flats have two shut off valves – one on the customer’s 
side of the meter box and one at the home.  If you are 
going to be away from your home for more than a day 
or two, both valves should be turned off.  Call the 
District for assistance with finding your meter box if you 
don’t know where it is.   
 

 First, start at your meter box, usually located near 
the street at one of your property corners.  Turn off 
the gate valve on your side of the meter (see 
illustration below).   
 

 Second, open your indoor and outdoor faucets until 
all the water drains out of the pipes. Don’t forget to 
flush your toilets!   
 

 Close the faucets and shut off the valve at the home.  
This valve is usually located where the water line 
enters the home.  It’s best to leave both the meter 
gate valve and the home shut off valve turned off.    
 

Once all the lines have been drained, it is important to 
close all household and irrigation lines so when the 
water is restored, you don’t have water pouring out of 
every faucet or hose!  Also, check with the 
manufacturer of your hot water heater to see if they 
have any recommendations for maintaining the 
equipment while the water service is turned off. 
 

 
      
 
 

 
 
 
 

Shown above is a typical water meter box installation. 
Not every service looks like this, so please contact us if 
you need assistance. The “customer” side the meter is 
usually closest to the house.  The “GFCSD” side the 
meter is usually closest to the street. The “Gate Valve” is 
what customers should operate when winterizing their 

homes. Do not turn the valves on GFCSD’s side of the 
meter.  Only District staff is authorized to do so.  

 

 
 

 
Some people use antifreeze to help prevent freezing.  
Do not use antifreeze made for vehicles; it is extremely 
toxic!  If you choose to do so, pour non-toxic RV 
antifreeze into all traps and drains, including the 
dishwasher and showers. Use 2 cups in toilet bowls and 
tanks, and about 1 cup in other drains.  

 

  WHAT IF IT’S TOO LATE AND YOU WAKE UP 

TO FIND YOUR PIPES ARE FROZEN? 
We recommend that you keep a plumber’s number 
handy in case of an emergency because GFCSD 
operators cannot make repairs to customers’ water 
systems.  We also recommend that you have a friend or 
neighbor check your home regularly if you are not in the 
area.  Keep in mind that maintaining low heat in your 
home does not necessarily ensure that your pipes will 
not freeze.  This is especially true if we experience 
electrical outages. 
 

If you think you know where the freeze-up occurred and 
want to try thawing it yourself, do not under any 
circumstances use a torch with an open flame!  The 
whole house could catch fire.  Also, overheating a single 
spot can burst the pipe.  Heating a soldered joint could 
allow it to leak or come apart. 
 

The easiest tool is a hair dryer with a low heat setting.  
Wave the warm air back and forth along the pipe, not 
just on one spot.  If you don’t have a hair dryer, you can 
wrap the frozen section with rags and pour hot water 
over them.  It’s messy, but it works. Be careful because 
the pipe may already be broken.  It’s not leaking 
because the water is frozen.  When you thaw it out, 
water could come gushing out. Be ready to run for the 
master shutoff valve if necessary! 

GFCSD’s 
responsibility 

Customer’s 
responsibility 


